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Abstract
We study support for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communications through a cell-free massive
MIMO architecture, wherein a large number of access points (APs) is deployed in place of large
co-located massive MIMO arrays. We consider also a variation of the pure cell-free architecture by
applying a user-centric association approach, where each user is served only from a subset of APs in
the network. Under the general assumption that the propagation channel between the mobile stations,
either UAVs or ground users (GUEs), and the APs follows a Ricean distribution, we derive closed
form spectral efficiency lower bounds for uplink and downlink with linear minimum mean square error
channel estimation. We consider several power allocation and user scheduling strategies for such a
system, and, among these, also minimum-rate maximizing power allocation strategies to improve the
system fairness. Our numerical results reveal that cell-free massive MIMO architecture and its low-
complexity user-centric alternative may provide better performance than a traditional multi-cell massive
MIMO network deployment.
Index Terms
Cell-free massive MIMO, user-centric, UAV communications, Ricean fading channel, spectral
efficiency, power allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)—also referred to as drones—have attracted a great deal
of attention in the last few years, both in industry and accademia, due to their ability of
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2performing a wide variety of critical tasks efficiently and in an automated manner. The integration
of UAVs in wireless communication networks has thus become a hot research area, mainly
with two different approaches [1]–[4]. The first research approach focuses on the services that
UAVs can provide to wireless networks, since UAVs can be regarded as moving access points
(APs). With this perspective, UAVs can be used to increase the network capacity on-demand,
fill network coverage holes, fastly deploy a mobile network architecture in the presence of a
catastrophic event, etc. [5]–[7]. The second research approach focuses on the communications
services that wireless networks can provide to UAVs [8]–[11]. Considering the latter approach,
[12]–[14] have recently investigated the use of massive MIMO (mMIMO) to support UAVs
cellular communications, showing that equipping base stations (BSs) with large antenna arrays
dramatically increases—with respect to a traditional cellular deployment—the probability of
meeting the stringent reliability requirements of the UAVs command and control (C&C) links.
In parallel to the research on UAV communications, there has been growing interest about
cell-free (CF) mMIMO deployments [15], wherein large co-located antenna arrays are substituted
by a large number of simpler APs equipped with few antennas and reduced signal processing
capabilities. In the CF mMIMO architecture, the APs are connected via a backhaul network to
a central processing unit (CPU), which sends to the APs the data symbols to be transmitted
to the users and receives soft estimates of the received data symbols from all APs. Neither
channel estimates nor beamforming vectors are propagated through the backhaul network, and
the time-division-duplex protocol is used to exploit uplink/downlink channel reciprocity. Radio
stripes could enable the practical deployment of these systems [16], [17]. The results in [15]
show that the CF approach provides better performance than a small-cell system in terms of
95%-likely per-user throughput. Additionally, [18], [19] have recently introduced a user-centric
(UC) virtual-cell massive MIMO approach to CF mMIMO, assuming that each AP does not
serve all the users in the system, but only a subset of them. Overall, the UC approach could be
deemed as a low-complexity alternative to CF mMIMO, since APs focus their available resources
on the users that will benefit the most from them. CF mMIMO network deployments with UC
association rules between the users and the APs are expected to be one of the key technologies
for future beyond-5G and 6G wireless networks.
3Paper contribution
This paper, extending preliminary results reported in the conference paper [20], investigates the
use of CF and UC network deployments to support, in the same frequency band, communication
with both UAVs and legacy ground users (GUEs). The paper contributions can be summarized
as follows:
1) Assuming a Ricean channel model for both the GUEs and the UAVs, and linear minimum
mean square error (LMMSE) channel estimation, we derive closed-form expressions of the
lower-bound of the achievable spectral efficiencies with matched filtering for both the uplink
and downlink.
2) We consider and evaluate the performance of several power allocation strategies for the
considered architectures:
- For the downlink, i) we consider a proportional power allocation strategy, ii) we introduce
a waterfilling-based power allocation for the CF approach only, and iii) we derive a power
control rule aimed at the maximization of the minimum of the spectral efficiencies across
the users, using the successive lower-bound maximization technique [21]–[23]. Since
experimental evaluation of these power control rules will show that UAVs tend to take a
larger share of resource due to their more favorable propagation conditions, these resource
allocation rules are also revisited under the constraint that the UAVs and the GUEs share
a pre-determined and fixed set of the system resources.
- For the uplink, we derive and examine the performance of both i) a fractional power
control rule, and ii) a minimum-rate maximizing with resource allocation strategy.
3) To the best of our knowledge, our article performs the first evaluation of CF and UC network
deployments with cellular-connected UAVs, and the comparison of these architectures with
a customary multi-cell mMIMO network. Our results reveal that CF and UC architectures
can outperform multi-cell mMIMO networks for the large majority of UAVs and GUEs in
the network as long as adequate power and resource allocation procedures are implemented.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II contains the description of the
considered system model and the communication process. Sec. III includes the derivations of
the uplink and downlink spectral efficiency bounds. In Sections IV-A and IV-B several power
allocation strategies are detailed for the downlink and for the uplink, respectively. Sec. V contains
the numerical results and presents the key insights of our analysis, while our concluding remarks
4are given in Sec. VI.
Notation: In this paper, the following notation is used. A is a matrix; a is a vector; a is a
scalar. The operators (·)T , (·)−1, and (·)H stand for transpose, inverse and, conjugate transpose,
respectively. The determinant of the matrix A is denoted as |A| and IP is the P × P identity
matrix. The trace of the matrix A is denoted as tr(A). The statistical expectation operator is
denoted as E[·]; CN (µ, σ2) denotes a complex circularly symmetric Gaussian random variable
(RV) with mean µ and variance σ2.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Cell-Free Network Topology
As depicted in Fig. 1(a), we consider a network that consists of outdoor APs, GUEs, and UAVs,
whose sets are denoted by A, G, and U , and have cardinalities NA, NG, and NU, respectively. In
the following, we let the term users denote both GUEs and UAVs. The NA APs are connected by
means of a backhaul network to a CPU wherein data-decoding is performed. In keeping with the
approach of [15], [24], all communications take place on the same frequency band, i.e. uplink
and downlink are separated through time-division-duplex (TDD).
We assume the UAVs and GUEs are equipped with a single antenna, while each AP is equipped
with a uniform linear array (ULA) comprised of NAP antennas. We let K = G ∪ U , and define
K , NG +NU as the total number of users in the system. Let us also denote by Ka the set of
users served by the a-th AP on a given physical resource block (PRB), and by Ka its cardinality.
The set of APs serving user k is denoted by Ak. The set of users associated to each AP can be
determined according to several criteria. In general, the user association can be formulated as an
integer optimization problem, whose solution is not straightforward. In this paper, we consider
the two following a-priori approaches.
1) CF approach: In the CF approach, each AP communicates with all the users in the system,
i.e., we have that Ka = K, ∀ a = 1, . . . , NA and the set Ak = A, ∀ k = 1, . . . , K.
2) UC approach: In the UC approach, the k-th user is served by the Ak APs that it receives
with best average channel conditions. Let βk,a characterize the scalar coefficient modeling the
channel path-loss and shadowing effects between the k-th user and the a-th AP and Ok :
{1, . . . , NA} → {1, . . . , NA} denote the sorting operator for the vector [βk,1, . . . , βk,NA ], such
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Figure 1: In (a) a CF network supporting both ground and UAV users, and in (b) the reference system for the phase
rotation evaluation in the channel between a generic AP-UAV pair.
that βk,Ok(1) ≥ βk,Ok(2) ≥ . . . ≥ βk,Ok(NA). The set Ak of the Ak APs serving the k-th user is
then given by
Ak = {Ok(1), Ok(2), . . . , Ok(Ak)}. (1)
Consequently, the set of users served by the a-th AP is defined as Ka = {k : a ∈ Ak}.
B. Propagation Channel
We denote by gk,a ∈ CNAP the channel between the k-th user and the a-th AP. Throughout
the paper we characterize the small-scale fading through a Ricean fading model, which consists
of a dominant line-of-sight (LOS) component and a Rayleigh–distributed factor modelling the
rich-scattered multipath. The channel between the k-th generic user and the a-th AP is thus
written as
gk,a =
√
βk,a
Kk,a + 1
[√
Kk,ae
jϑk,aa (θk,a) + hk,a
]
, (2)
where Kk,a is the Ricean K-factor, hk,a ∈ CNAP contains the small-scale fading i.i.d. CN (0, 1)
coefficients between the a-th AP and the k-th user, and ϑk,a follows a uniform distribution in
[0, 2pi], denoting the random phase offset for the direct path. Moreover, a (θk,a) ∈ CNAP represents
the steering vector evaluated at the angle θk,a, which characterizes the direct path between the
a-th AP and the k-th user. As illustrated in Fig. 1b, denoting by d the antenna spacing at the
AP, and by za,q and z˜k the 3D vectors containing the position of the q-th antenna element at the
6a-th AP and of the k-th user, respectively, the `-th entry of the vector a(θk,a) can be written as
[a (θk,a)]` = e
−j 2pi
λ (‖za,1−z˜k‖−‖za,`−z˜k‖), with ` = 1, . . . , NAP.
We consider that the Ricean K-factor Kk,a depends on the probability that the link between
the k-th user and the a-th AP pLOS (dk,a) is LOS, which, in turn, depends on the link length dk,a
following [25]. We thus have Kk,a =
pLOS(dk,a)
1−pLOS(dk,a)
.
C. The Communication Process: Uplink Training
Let us denote by τc the dimension in time/frequency samples of the channel coherence length,
and by τp < τc the dimension of the uplink training phase. We also define φk ∈ Cτp as the
pilot sequence sent by user k, and assume that ‖φk‖2 = 1∀k. The signal received at the a-th
AP during the training phase Ya ∈ CNAP×τp can be therefore expressed as
Ya =
∑
k∈K
√
ηkgk,aφ
H
k +Wa , (3)
where ηk denotes the power employed by the k-th user during the training phase, and Wa ∈
CNAP×τp contains the thermal noise contribution and out-of-cell interference at the a-th AP, with
i.i.d. CN (0, σ2w) RVs as entries.
From the observable Ya, and exploiting the knowledge of the users’ pilot sequences, the a-th
AP can estimate the channel vectors {gk,a}k∈Ka based on the statistics
ŷk,a = Yaφk =
√
ηkgk,a +
K∑
i=1
i 6=k
√
ηigi,aφ
H
i φk +Waφk . (4)
Specifically, assuming knowledge of the large-scale fading coefficients βk,a as in [15],
and of the vectors a (θk,a) ∀ a, k, the LMMSE estimate of {gk,a}k∈Ka of the channel
gk,a is given by ĝk,a = Dk,a ŷk,a, where Dk,a =
√
ηkGk,aB
−1
k,a ∈ CNAP×NAP , Gk,a =
βk,a
Kk,a+1
[
Kk,aa (θk,a) a
H (θk,a) + INAP
]
, and Bk,a =
∑
i∈K ηiβi,aGi,a
∣∣φHi φk∣∣2 + σ2wINAP .
D. The Communication Process: Downlink Data Transmission
The APs treat the channel estimates as the true channels and perform conjugate beamforming
on the downlink. The signal transmitted by the a-th AP in a generic symbol interval is the
following NAP-dimensional vector
sa =
∑
k∈Ka
√
ηDLk,a ĝk,ax
DL
k , (5)
7with xDLk being the downlink data-symbol for the k-th user, and η
DL
k,a a scalar coefficient
controlling the power transmitted by the a-th AP to the k-th user. Letting ηDLa denote the overall
transmitted power by the a-th AP, the normalized transmit power must satisfy the constraint
E
[‖sa‖2] = ∑
k∈Ka
ηDLk,aγk,a ≤ ηDLa , (6)
where γk,a = E
[
ĝHk,aĝk,a
]
=
√
ηktr (Gk,aDk,a) .
Subsequently, each user receives phase-aligned contributions from all APs. In particular, the
k-th user receives the soft estimate for the data symbol
x̂DLk =
∑
a∈A
gHk,asa + zk =
∑
a∈Ak
√
ηDLk,ag
H
k,aĝk,ax
DL
k +
∑
j∈K\k
∑
a∈Aj
√
ηDLj,a g
H
k,aĝj,ax
DL
j + zk , (7)
with zk being the CN (0, σ2z) additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
E. The Communication Process: Uplink Data Transmission
In uplink, users send their data symbols without any channel-dependent phase offset. As a
result, the signal y¯a ∈ CNAP received at the a-th AP in a generic symbol interval can be expressed
as
y¯a =
∑
k∈K
√
ηULk gk,ax
UL
k +wa , (8)
with ηULk and x
UL
k representing the uplink transmit power and the data symbol of the k-th user,
respectively, and wa ∼ CN (0, σ2wI) ∈ CNAP the AWGN vector.
Subsequently, each AP decodes the data transmitted by users in Ka. The a-th AP thus forms,
for each k ∈ Ka, the statistics ta,k = ĝHk,ay¯a and sends them to the CPU. Accordingly, the CPU
is able to derive soft estimates
x̂ULk =
∑
a∈Ak
ta,k , k ∈ K (9)
of the data sent by the users.
III. SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY BOUNDS
In this section, we report lower and upper spectral efficiency bounds both for the downlink
and uplink data transmission phases.
8A. Downlink Data Transmission
1) Lower Bound: A LB for the downlink spectral efficiency can be also computed, based on
the assumption that each user has knowledge of the channel statistics but not of the channel
realizations. The received signal in (7) can be thus rewritten as
x̂DLk = E
[∑
a∈Ak
√
ηDLk,ag
H
k,aĝk,a
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dk
xDLk +
(∑
a∈Ak
√
ηDLk,ag
H
k,aĝk,a − E
[∑
a∈Ak
√
ηDLk,ag
H
k,aĝk,a
])
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bk
xDLk
+
∑
j∈K\k
∑
a∈Aj
√
ηDLj,a g
H
k,aĝj,a︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ik,j
xDLj + zk ,
(10)
where Dk, Bk, and Ik,j represent the strength of desired signal, the beamforming gain uncertainty,
and the interference caused by the k-th user, respectively. We treat the sum of the second,
third, and fourth summand in (10) as “effective noise” [15], [26], [27]. By using the fact that
uncorrelated Gaussian noise represents the worst case, we obtain the following LB for the
downlink spectral efficiency of the k-th user in the system:
SEDLk,LB =
τd
τc
log2
1 + |Dk|2E [|Bk|2]+ ∑
j∈K\k
E
[|Ik,j|2]+ σ2z
 , (11)
where τd = τc− τp− τu and τu are the lengths (in time-frequency samples) of the downlink and
uplink data transmission phases in each coherence interval, respectively.
Eq. (11) is deterministic and contains several expectations over the random channel real-
izations. For the general case, these expectations are not available in closed form but can be
computed through Monte Carlo simulations. Conversely, for the case of conjugate beamforming
and LMMSE channel estimation, a closed form expression for the spectral efficiency LB can be
obtained. We have indeed the following result:
Lemma 1: A LB for the downlink spectral efficiency in the case of conjugate beamforming
and LMMSE channel estimation is given by
SEDLk,LB =
τd
τc
log2
(
1 + SINRk,DL
)
, (13)
where SINRk,DL is shown in (12), and
9SINRk,DL =
(∑
a∈Ak
√
ηDLk,aγk,a
)2
×
{∑
a∈Ak
ηDLk,a
(
ηkδ
(k)
k,a − γ2k,a
)
+
∑
j∈K
√
ηj
∑
a∈Aj
ηDLj,a tr
(
Gj,aD
H
j,aGk,a
)
+σ2z +
∑
j∈K\k
ηk
{∑
a∈Aj
[
ηDLj,a δ
(j)
k,a +
∑
b∈Aj
b6=a
√
ηDLj,a
√
ηDLj,b tr (Dj,aGk,a) tr
(
DHj,bGk,b
) ]} ∣∣φHk φj∣∣2
}−1
.
(12)
δ
(j)
k,a =
(
βk,a
Kk,a + 1
)2
tr2 (Dj,a) +
(
βk,a
Kk,a + 1
)2
Kk,a
[
tr
(
aH (θk,a)Dj,aa (θk,a)D
H
j,a
)
+tr
(
aH (θk,a)D
H
j,aa (θk,a)Dj,a
)]
.
(14)
Proof: The proof of Lemma 1 is based on the application of the use-and-then-forget (UatF)
bound [28]. The complete details are reported in Appendix A. 
2) Upper Bound: To provide an intuition about the tightness of the LB derived in Sec. III-A1,
we also include a UB of the achievable downlink spectral efficiency here. Specifically, given the
expression in (7) an upper bound (UB) for the achievable spectral efficiency can be obtained as
[29]
SEDLk,UB=
τd
τc
E

1 +
∣∣∣∣∣∑
a∈Ak
√
ηDLk,ag
H
k,aĝk,a
∣∣∣∣∣
2
∑
j∈K\k
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
a∈Aj
√
ηDLj,a g
H
k,aĝj,a
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
+σ2z

. (15)
The expectation in (15) is made over the fast fading channel realizations.
B. Uplink Data Transmission
1) Lower Bound: Using straightforward manipulations, (9) can be re-written as
x̂ULk =
∑
a∈Ak
√
ηULk ĝ
H
k,agk,ax
UL
k +
∑
j∈K\k
∑
a∈Ak
√
ηULj ĝ
H
k,agj,ax
UL
j +
∑
a∈Ak
ĝHk,awa. (16)
In order to derive a LB for the uplink spectral efficiency, we assume that the CPU relies only
on statistical knowledge of the channel coeficients when performing the detection, so that (16)
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can be re-written as
x̂ULk = E
[∑
a∈Ak
√
ηULk ĝ
H
k,agk,a
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
D˜k
xULk +
(∑
a∈Ak
√
ηULk ĝ
H
k,agk,a − E
[∑
a∈Ak
√
ηULk ĝ
H
k,agk,a
])
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B˜k
xULk
+
∑
j∈K\k
∑
a∈Ak
√
ηULj ĝ
H
k,agj,a︸ ︷︷ ︸
I˜k,j
xULj +
∑
a∈Ak
ĝHk,awa︸ ︷︷ ︸
N˜k
.
(17)
Again we model the sum of the second, third, and fourth summand as “effective noise” and use
the worst-case gaussian assumption, which leads to the following UB for the uplink spectral
efficiency of the k-th user:
SEULk,LB =
τu
τc
log2
1 +
∣∣∣D˜k∣∣∣2
E
[∣∣∣B˜k∣∣∣2]+ ∑
j∈K\k
E
[∣∣∣I˜k,j∣∣∣2]+ E [∣∣∣N˜k∣∣∣2]
 . (18)
As for the downlink, Eq. (18) is deterministic and contains several expectations over the
random channel realizations that can be computed, in the general case, by means of Monte Carlo
simulations. Conversely, for the case in which matched filter detection and LMMSE channel
estimation are used, a closed-form expression can be worked out. We have indeed the following
result:
Lemma 2: Assuming that data decoding is performed through matched filtering and LMMSE
channel estimation is used, a LB for the k-th user uplink spectral efficiency can be expressed as
SEULk,LB =
τu
τc
log2
(
1 + SINRk,UL
)
, (20)
where SINRk,UL is reported in (19), and
SINRk,UL= ηULk
(∑
a∈Ak
γk,a
)2
×
{
ηULk
∑
a∈Ak
(
ηkδ˜
(k)
k,a − γ2k,a
)
+
∑
j∈K
ηULj
√
ηk
∑
a∈Ak
tr
(
Gk,aD
H
k,aGj,a
)
+ σ2w
∑
a∈Ak
γk,a +
∑
j∈K\k
ηULj ηj
{ ∑
a∈Ak
[
δ˜
(k)
j,a +
∑
b∈Ak
b6=a
tr
(
DHk,aGj,a
)
tr (Dk,bGj,b)
]} ∣∣φHj φk∣∣2
}−1
.
(19)
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δ˜
(k)
j,a =
(
βj,a
Kj,a + 1
)2
tr2 (Dk,a) +
(
βj,a
Kj,a + 1
)2
Kj,a
[
tr
(
aH (θj,a)D
H
k,aa (θj,a)Dk,a
)
+tr
(
aH (θj,a)Dk,aa (θj,a)D
H
k,a
)]
.
(21)
Proof: The proof of Lemma 2 is also based on the application of the UatF bound [28]. The
details of the proof are reported in Appendix B. 
2) Upper Bound: Following steps similar to the ones detailed above for the downlink, a UB
for the achievable spectral efficiency can be obtained as [29]
SEULk,UB=
τu
τc
E
1+
ηULk
∣∣∣∣∣∑
a∈Ak
ĝHk,agk,a
∣∣∣∣∣
2
∑
j∈K\k
ηULj
∣∣∣∣∣∑
a∈Ak
ĝHk,agj,a
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+σ2w
∑
a∈Ak
‖ĝk,a‖2
 . (22)
IV. POWER ALLOCATION STRATEGIES
In this section we derive and describe a variety of power allocation strategies tailored for
networks with coexisting UAVs and GUEs.
A. Downlink Data Transmission
1) Minimum-rate Maximization: Focusing on downlink data transmission, we start by consid-
ering the case in which power allocation is aimed at maximizing the minimum spectral efficiency
across users. We will work here with the UB expression for the spectral efficiency as reported
in (15).
The minimum-rate maximization problem is formulated as
max
η
min
k∈K
RDLk (η) (23a)
s.t.
∑
k∈Ka
ηDLk,aγk,a ≤ ηDLa ,∀ a = 1, . . . , NA (23b)
ηDLk,a ≥ 0 ,∀ a = 1, . . . , NA, k = 1, . . . , K, (23c)
where RDLk (η) = WSEDLk,UB is the achievable downlink rate, W is the system bandwidth, and η
is the KM × 1 vector collecting the downlink transmit powers of all APs for all users.
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In order to obtain a more tractable form, we reformulate the optimization problem as follows
max
η
min
k∈K
RDLk (η) (24a)
s.t.
∑
k∈Ka
ηDLk,aρ
DL
a,kγk,a ≤ ηDLa ,∀ a = 1, . . . , NA (24b)
ηDLk,a ≥ 0 ,∀ a = 1, . . . , NA, k = 1, . . . , K, (24c)
where ρDLa,k =
(∑
j∈Ka
γj,a
)−1
, and 0 ≤ ηDLk,a ≤ ηDLa ,∀ a = 1, . . . , NA, k = 1, . . . , K are the
normalized transmit powers.
The Problem (23) has a non-concave and non-differentiable objective function, and therefore
cannot be solved through efficient numerical methods. The following Lemma describes how the
problem can be solved in a tractable manner.
Lemma 3: The optimization problem (23) can be solved using the procedure stated in
Algorithm 1, where Pp is the optimization problem
Pp : max
η
(p)
a ,t
t (25a)
s.t.
∑
k∈Ka
ηDLk,aρ
DL
a,kγk,a ≤ ηDLa ,∀ a = 1, . . . , NA (25b)
ηDLk,a ≥ 0 ,∀ a = 1, . . . , NA, k = 1, . . . , K, (25c)
R˜DLk
(
η(p)a ,η
(p)
a,0,η
(−p)
−a
)
≥ t, ∀ k = 1, . . . , K, (25d)
which can be easily shown to be convex for any η(p)a,0, and therefore can be solved through
standard techniques.
Proof: The proof of Lemma 3 is based on the application of the successive lower-bound
maximization framework and successive reformulations. The complete details and the definition
of R˜DLk
(
η(p)a ,η
(p)
a,0,η
(−p)
−a
)
are reported in Appendix C. 
Finally, we also consider the case in which each AP uses a predetermined percentage of the
available power to serve the UAVs. The rationale behind this approach is based on the fact that
networks operators might want to guarantee a specific quality of service for UAVs and/or GUEs.
We denote by κ the fraction of the available power that each AP uses for the UAVs, and with
Ga and Ua the sets of the GUEs and the UAVs served from the a-th AP.
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Algorithm 1 Minimum-rate maximization in downlink
1: Set i = 0 and choose any feasible η(1)2 , . . . ,η
(P2)
2 . . . ,η
(1)
NA
, . . . ,η
(PNA )
NA
;
2: repeat
3: for a = 1→ NA do
4: for p = 1→ Pa do
5: repeat
6: Choose any feasible η(p)a,0;
7: Let η(p),∗a be the solution of Pp in (25);
8: η
(p)
a,0 = η
(p),∗
a ;
9: until convergence
10: η(p)a = η
(p),∗
a ;
11: end for
12: end for
13: until convergence
Problem (25) is solved by properly choosing the blocks η(p)a , ∀p = 1, . . . , Pa, a = 1, . . . , NA
that contain only GUEs or only UAVs, using the constraints on the maximum power as
(1− κ) ηDLa and κηDLa , respectively and
ρDLa,k =

(∑
j∈Ga
γj,a
)−1
, if k ∈ Ga ,(∑
j∈Ua
γj,a
)−1
, if k ∈ Ua.
(26)
The full details are omitted for the sake of brevity.
2) Waterfilling Power Allocation: Next, we propose a heuristic power allocation policy
inspired by the well-known waterfilling strategy [30]. We assume that the “noise” level for
the communication between the a-th AP and the k-th user is written as Lk,a =
σ2z
γk,a
, so that the
waterfilling power allocation (WFPA) strategy is expressed as
PDLk,a =
(νa − Lk,a)
+ , if k ∈ Ka ,
0 otherwise.
(27)
where νa is the water level, (·)+ = max{0, ·}, and the following constraint holds:∑
k∈Ka
(νa − Lk,a)+ = ηDLa . (28)
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This heuristic power allocation rule forces a CF deployment to behave like an AP-centric system,
since Eq. (27) implicitly makes a selection of the users to serve.
Considering the case in which each AP uses a fraction κ of the available power to serve the
UAVs, the WFPA rule becomes
PDLk,a =

(
ν
(GUE)
a − Lk,a
)+
, if k ∈ Ga ,(
ν
(UAV )
a − Lk,a
)+
, if k ∈ Ua ,
0 otherwise.
(29)
where ν(GUE)a and ν
(UAV )
a are the water levels for the GUEs and the UAVs, respectively, and the
following constraints are to be fulfilled.∑
k∈Ga
(
ν(GUE)a − Lk,a
)+
= (1− κ) ηDLa ,∑
k∈Ua
(
ν(UAV )a − Lk,a
)+
= κηDLa .
(30)
3) Proportional Power Allocation: As a baseline power allocation strategy, we also consider
proportional power allocation (PPA). Letting PDLk,a = η
DL
k,aγk,a denote the power transmitted by
the a-th AP to the k-th user, we have the policy:
PDLk,a =

ηDLa
γk,a∑
j∈Ka
γj,a
, if k ∈ Ka,
0 otherwise.
(31)
The above strategy is such that the generic a-th AP shares its power ηDLa in a way that is
proportional to the estimated channel strengths. In this way, users with good channel coefficients
will receive a larger share of the transmit power than users with bad channels.
Additionally, we consider the case in which each AP uses a fraction κ of the available power
to serve the UAVs. This is because UAVs tend to absorb a large share of the system resources
in the case of proportional power allocation, due to the fact that they generally enjoy stronger
channels than GUEs, as later demonstrated in the numerical results. Accordingly, the division of
the power resources provides a further degree of flexibility for networks operators and facilitates
guaranteeing the GUEs’ performance. Following this approach, the PPA rule can be written as
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PDLk,a =

(1− κ) ηDLa
γk,a∑
j∈Ga
γj,a
, if k ∈ Ga ,
κηDLa
γk,a∑
j∈Ua
γj,a
, if k ∈ Ua ,
0 otherwise .
(32)
B. Uplink Data Transmission
1) Minimum-rate Maximization: Also for the uplink, a power allocation strategy based on the
minimum-rate maximization can be conceived. We are thus faced with the optimization problem
max
η˜
min
k∈K
RULk (η˜) (33a)
s.t. 0 ≤ ηULk,a ≤ Pmax,k ,∀ k = 1, . . . , K, (33b)
where RULk (η˜) = WSEULk,UB is the achievable uplink rate and η˜ is the K × 1 vector collecting
the uplink transmit powers of all the users. Using similar arguments as done for the downlink
and defining the R-dimensional variable blocks η˜(q), q = 1, . . . , Q, collecting the q-th block of
uplink transmit powers, the minimum-rate maximization with respect to the variable block η˜(q)
is cast as
max
η˜(q),t
t (34a)
s.t. 0 ≤ ηULk ≤ Pmax,k ,∀ k = 1, . . . , K. (34b)
RULk (η˜(q), η˜(−q)) ≥ t, ∀ k = 1, . . . , K. (34c)
To solve the non-convex Problem (34) we note that the k-th user’s uplink achievable rate can
be written as
RULk (η) = W
τu
τc
log2 [h1 (η˜) + h2 (η˜)]−W
τu
τc
log2 [h2 (η˜)] , (35)
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Algorithm 2 Minimum-rate maximization in uplink
1: Set i = 0 and choose any feasible η˜(2), . . . , η˜(Q);
2: repeat
3: for q = 1→ Q do
4: repeat
5: Choose any feasible η˜(q)0 ;
6: Let η˜(q),∗ be the solution of Pq in(37);
7: η˜
(q)
0 = η˜
(q),∗;
8: until convergence
9: η˜(q) = η˜(q),∗;
10: end for
11: until convergence
where h1 (η˜) and h2 (η˜) are defined as
h1 (η˜) = η
UL
k
(∑
a∈Ak
γk,a
)2
,
h2 (η˜) = η
UL
k
∑
a∈Ak
(
ηkδ˜
(k)
k,a − γ2k,a
)
+
∑
j∈K
ηULj
∑
a∈Ak
√
ηktr
(
Gk,aD
H
k,aGj,a
)
+ σ2w
∑
a∈Ak
γk,a
+
∑
j∈K\k
ηULj ηj

∑
a∈Ak
δ˜(k)j,a + ∑
b∈Ak
b6=a
tr
(
DHk,aGj,a
)
tr (Dk,bGj,b)


∣∣φHj φk∣∣2 .
(36)
Letting R˜ULk be a suitable upper bound to RULk , following a similar approach as in Eq. (56),
Problem (34) can be tackled by the sequential optimization framework, by defining the q-th
problem of the sequence:
Pq : max
η˜(q),t
t (37a)
s.t. 0 ≤ ηULk ≤ Pmax,k ,∀ k = 1, . . . , K. (37b)
R˜ULk
(
η˜(q), η˜
(q)
0 , η˜
(−q)
)
≥ t, ∀ k = 1, . . . , K. (37c)
The resulting power control procedure can be stated as in Algorithm 2.
2) Fractional Power Control: We adopt fractional power control (FPC) as the reference power
adjustment rule for uplink data transmission [31], [32]. With FPC, the transmit power of the
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Table I: Cell-free system parameters
Deployment
AP distribution Horizontal: uniform, vertical: 10 m
GUE distribution Horizontal: uniform, vertical: 1.65 m
UAV distribution Horizontal: uniform, vertical uniform between 22.5 m and 300 m [32]
PHY and MAC
Carrier freq., bandwidth f0 = 1.9 GHz, W = 20 MHz
AP antenna array Four-element ULA with λ/2 spacing
User antennas Omnidirectional with 0 dBi gain
Power allocation
DL: proportional power allocation (PPA), waterfilling power allocation
(WFPA), or minimum-rate maximization power allocation (MR max)
UL: FPC with α = 0.5 and P0 = −10 dBm, or minimum-rate
maximization power allocation (MR max)
Thermal noise -174 dBm/Hz spectral density
Noise figure 9 dB at APs/GUEs/UAVs
User association Cell-free (CF) or user centric (UC)
Traffic model Full buffer
k-th user can be expressed as ηULk = min
(
Pmax,k, P0ζ
−α
k
)
, where Pmax,k is the maximum k-th
user transmit power, and P0 is a cell-specific parameter configurable by the serving AP, α is a
path loss compensation factor. Moreover, ζk captures the large scale fading that the k-th user
experiences to the serving APs in Ak, and is obtained as ζk =
√∑
a∈Ak tr (Gk,a).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND KEY INSIGHTS
The simulation setup for the numerical results is detailed in the following. We consider a
square area of 1 km2 wrapped around at the edges to avoid boundary effects. In this scenario,
we evaluate the data rates per user, obtained as the product of the spectral efficiency by the system
bandwidth W , of two different network topologies according to the number and characteristics
of the APs deployed:
1) CF and UC architectures with NA = 100 APs comprised of NAP = 4 antennas each. The
maximum downlink power transmitted by the a-th AP is ηDLa = 200 mW, ∀a ∈ A.
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2) As a benchmarking network structure, a multi-cell massive MIMO (mMIMO) system with
NBS = 4 BSs with NBS = 100 antennas each. So that the overall downlink transmit power
is kept constant w.r.t. the CF and UC architectures, we consider that the maximum downlink
power per mMIMO BS is ηDLa = 5 W. In order to consider a fair comparison, we assume
also in the case of mMIMO system a matched filtering for both the uplink and downlink.
With regard to the channels from GUEs to the APs, i.e., when k ∈ G, we consider a urban
environment with a high density of buildings and obstacles where all the GUEs are in NLOS, i.e.,
pLOS (d2D,k,a) = 0, ∀k ∈ G. The large scale coefficient βk,a in dB is modelled as in [33, Table
B.1.2.2.1-1], i.e.: βk,a[dB] = −36.7 log10(dk,a)−22.7−26 log10(f)+zk,a, where zk,a ∼ N (0, σ2sh)
represents the shadow fading. The shadow fading coefficients from an AP to different GUEs
are correlated as in [33, Table B.1.2.2.1-4]. Instead, the shadow fading correlation among GUEs
follows [34]
E[zk,azj,b] =
 σ2sh2
− ρk,j
d0 , a = b,
0 , a 6= b ,
(38)
where ρk,j is the distance between the k-th and the j-th GUEs, d0 = 9 m, and σsh = 4.
When considering the channels between the UAVs and the APs, i.e., when k ∈ U , we evaluate
the LOS probability as specified in [32, Table B-1]. Similarly, the large scale fading βk,a[dB] is
evaluated following [32, Table B-2].
To understand the impact that UAVs have on these cellular networks, we compare a scenario
with NG = 60 GUEs and no UAVs, with a scenario with NG = 48 GUEs and NU = 12 UAVs.
In this setup, we consider τc = 200 time/frequency samples, corresponding to a coherence
bandwidth of 200 kHz and a coherence time of 1 ms [15]. Equal uplink/downlink split of the
available time/frequency resources after training is assumed, i.e., τd = τu =
τc−τp
2
. We consider
that the length of the uplink pilot training sequences is τp = 32, and that orthogonal pilots are
randomly assigned to the users in the system, i.e., our results account for the impact of pilot
contamination. The uplink transmit power during training is ηk = τpηk, with ηk = 100 mW
∀k ∈ K. During uplink data transmission, the maximum uplink power transmitted by the k-th
user is PULmax = 100 mW, ∀k ∈ K. The remaining system parameters are detailed in Table I.
A. Downlink performance
We start by turning our attention to the downlink performance.
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Figure 2: DL rates for UAVs under: (i) cell-free with proportional power allocation (CF-PPA), (ii) user-centric
with Ak = 10 and proportional power allocation (UC-PPA), and (iii) multi-cell mMIMO with uniform power
(mMIMO-Uni).
Fig. 2 reports the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the DL UAV rates for the
following network deployments: (i) a CF architecture with PPA (CF-PPA), (ii) a UC deployment
with Ak = 10 and PPA (UC-PPA), and (iii) multi-cell mMIMO deployment with uniform
power allocation (mMIMO-Uni). The results of Fig. 2 demonstrate the tightness of the lower
and upper downlink spectral efficiency bounds derived in Sec. III-A for the case of UAVs.
Moreover, Fig. 2 illustrates that both CF and UC architectures outperform the considered multi-
cell mMIMO deployment, which is consistent with the consideration that inter-cell interference
can greatly harm the performance of multi-cell mMIMO systems [12], [13]. Remarkably, Fig. 2
also shows that the CF-PPA architecture can provide substantially larger UAV rates than the UC-
PPA deployment. This is because UAVs experience good propagation conditions with a large
number of ground BSs simultaneously, and therefore the reduced number of serving BSs of
the UC-PPA deployment leads to a substantial performance degradation when compared to the
CF-PPA architecture—where all BSs can communicate with the UAVs.
Fig. 3 represents the lower bounds of the DL GUE rates for the same network deployments
of Fig. 2 and, additionally, a CF architecture with WFPA (CF-WFPA). The results of Fig. 3
illustrate that, while the mMIMO deployment generally provides for GUEs a worse performance
than the competing schemes, it approximately preserves such performance under the presence
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Figure 3: DL rates for GUEs in scenarios with/without UAVs under: (i) cell-free with proportional power allocation
(CF-PPA), (ii) user-centric with Ak = 10 and proportional power allocation (UC-PPA), (iii) cell-free with waterfilling
power allocation (CF-WFPA), and (iv) multi-cell mMIMO with uniform power (mMIMO-Uni).
of UAVs—thanks to the effective mitigation of the highly directional UAV-generated uplink
pilot contamination through LMMSE channel estimation [12]. Differently to the UAV behaviour
described in Fig. 2, we can also observe that there are no substantial performance differences
between the CF and UC schemes, since GUEs experience good propagation conditions with a
limited number of ground BSs simultaneously. Interestingly, Fig. 3 shows that the GUE rates are
substantially degraded when UAVs are present in the network for the case of CF-WFPA (from
approximately 17 Mbit/s to about 10 Mbit/s in median). This is because the WFPA allocates more
power to the users with largest channel coefficients, which leads UAVs to take a considerable
share of the system resources and is the main reason behind the introduction of the power control
rules that guarantee a fixed power share to GUEs in Sec. IV-A.
Fig. 4 and 5 are devoted to assess the impact that both 1) the power control rule that maximizes
the minimum rate, and 2) of the strategy that constrains the power share reserved to the UAVs
have on the UAV and GUE rates, respectively. Specifically, these figures represent the CDF of
the LB rate per user for the CF and UC deployments dedicating a fixed power share κ = 0.1
and κ = 0.2 to UAVs, and with unconstrained power allocation per UAV (no-cons.).
The results of Fig. 4 corroborate both 1) the effectiveness of the power control rule that
maximizes the minimum rate—as shown in the lower part of the zoomed area—, and 2)
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Figure 4: UAV DL rates for deployments with unconstrained power allocation per UAV (no-cons.) and deployments
dedicating a fixed power share κ to UAVs. The minimum rate maximizing power allocation is reported for the
user-centric scheme with Ak = 10 (UC-MR max).
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Figure 5: GUE DL rates for deployments with unconstrained power allocation per UAV (no-cons.) and deployments
dedicating a fixed power share κ to UAVs. The minimum rate maximizing power allocation is reported for the user-
centric scheme with Ak = 10 (UC-MR max).
that limiting the value of κ negatively impacts the performance of the UAVs. Instead, Fig.
4 demonstrates that the GUE rates can greatly benefit from constraining the power dedicated to
UAVs. Overall, the trends of Fig. 4 and 5 illustrate the importance of properly optimizing κ to
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Figure 6: UL rates for UAVs under: (i) cell-free (CF), (ii) user-centric (UC) with Ak = 10, and (iii) multi-cell
mMIMO (mMIMO) approaches.
provide an adequate performance to both UAVs and GUEs.
B. Uplink performance
We continue by summarizing the uplink performance results.
Fig. 6 represents the CDFs of the UL UAV rates in (i) a CF architecture with FPC; (ii)
a UC architecture with FPC, and (iii) a benchmark multi-cell mMIMO deployment with FPC.
Inspecting this figure, it can be concluded that there exists a UAV performance trade-off between
CF/UC architectures and mMIMO deployments:
• The CF/UC architectures provide substantial performance gains over the baseline mMIMO
deployment for the worst-performing UAVs located in the lower part of the CDFs. For
instance, the LB of the UAV rates at the 5-th percentile grows from approximately 1 Mbit/s
with mMIMO to 7.3 Mbit/s with the CF deployment. This improvement can be explained by
noticing that UAVs served by CF/UC architectures do not experience the cell-edge problems
that occur with conventional mMIMO deployments. Similarly to the trends of Fig. 2, the
CF architecture generally provides better UAV rates than the UC deployments, since UAVs
benefits from transmitting their data to the large number of APs with good propagation
conditions.
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Figure 7: UL rates for GUEs in scenarios with/without UAVs under: (i) cell-free (CF), (ii) user-centric (UC) with
Ak = 10, and (iii) multi-cell mMIMO (mMIMO) approaches.
• Instead, the benchmark multi-cell mMIMO deployment clearly outperforms CF/UC archi-
tectures for the best-performing UAVs located in the upper part of the CDFs. This is because
mMIMO BSs can provide substantial signal power gains for those UAVs located close to
them.
The results of Fig. 6 also illustrate that the performance impact of having imperfect CSI is
similar for all considered deployments.
Fig. 7 includes the CDFs of the UL GUE rates for scenarios with and without UAVs, and
the same deployments considered in Fig. 6. Interestingly, the results of Fig. 7 illustrate that—
differently to what occurs in the baseline mMIMO deployment—the introduction of UAVs in the
network has a negligible impact on the performance of both CF and UC architectures. This is
because a) the UAV uplink pilot contamination is adequately managed by the LMMSE channel
estimator, and b) CF and UC architectures spread the serving APs in wider areas, which facilitates
the spatial separation of the incoming—highly directional—UAV signals from those transmitted
by GUEs. Consistently with the results obtained in [18], [19], Fig. 7 also corroborates that GUEs
can achieve similar performances in CF and UC deployments.
Finally, Fig. 8, is devoted to the performance assessment of the power control rule maximizing
the minimum UL rates. This figure reports the CDFs of the GUE and UAV UL LB rates in the
UC and CF scenarios. Comparing the results of UC-FPC with UC-MR max, we can observe
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Figure 8: UL rates for GUEs and UAVs with FPC and minimum-rate maximization power allocation (MR max)
under: (i) cell-free (CF), and (ii) user-centric (UC) with Ak = 10.
that the 99%-likely per GUE rates UC deployment increase from approximately 0.94 Mbit/s
(UC-FPC) to 1.5 Mbit/s (+ 60%), thus confirming the effectiveness of the proposed strategy for
improving the system fairness across users, and in reducing the performance unbalance between
GUEs and UAVs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has investigated the use of CF and UC architectures for supporting wireless
communications with UAVs. Assuming that the propagation channel between the users, either
UAVs or GUEs, and the APs follows a Ricean distribution, closed form formulas for the
achievable spectral efficiency LB for uplink and downlink with LMMSE channel estimation
have been derived. Several power control rules have been considered, including one maximizing
the minimum-rate maximizing power allocation strategy, based on sequential lower bound
maximization. Numerical results have show that CF and its low-complexity UC alternative may
provide superior performance in the support of UAVs communications than traditional multi-cell
mMIMO deployments. Moreover, since UAVs generally enjoy better channel conditions than
GUEs, it may be desirable to constrain the share of power that the APs should use to serve the
former.
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APPENDIX
A. Derivation of Lemma 1
To evaluate the closed-form expression for the downlink spectral efficiency in Eq. (11), we need
to compute Dk, E [|Bk|2] and E [|Ik,j|2].
1) Computation of Dk: Denoting by g˜k,a = gk,a− ĝk,a the channel estimation error, the well-
known LMMSE estimation property results in the fact that g˜k,a and ĝk,a are independent.
Using the independence between g˜k,a and ĝk,a, and substituting gk,a = ĝk,a + g˜k,a, we have
Dk = E
[∑
a∈Ak
√
ηDLk,a (ĝk,a + g˜k,a)
H ĝk,a
]
=
∑
a∈Ak
√
ηDLk,aE
[
ĝHk,aĝk,a
]
=
∑
a∈Ak
√
ηDLk,aγk,a .
(39)
2) Computation of E [|Bk|2]: Since the variance of a sum of independent RVs is equal to the
sum of their variances, we have
E [|Bk|2] =
∑
a∈Ak
ηDLk,aE
[∣∣gHk,aĝk,a − E [gHk,aĝk,a]∣∣2]
=
∑
a∈Ak
ηDLk,a
(
E
[∣∣gHk,aĝk,a∣∣2]− ∣∣E [gHk,aĝk,a]∣∣2) . (40)
We evaluate the mean E
[∣∣gHk,aĝk,a∣∣2] using the definitions in Section II-C, which leads to
E
[∣∣gHk,aĝk,a∣∣2]= E
∣∣∣∣∣gHk,aDk,a
(∑
i∈K
√
ηigi,aφ
H
i φk + w˜k,a
)∣∣∣∣∣
2
 , (41)
where we have w˜k,a = Waφk with i.i.d CN (0, σ2w) entries. Using the assumptions that a)
w˜k,a is independent from gi,a ∀i, the channels from different users are independent, and b)
the following relation for complex Gaussian vectors
E
[∣∣gHk,aDk,agk,a∣∣2] = δ(k)k,a + tr (Dk,aGk,aDHk,aGk,a) , (42)
where δ(k)k,a is defined as in Eq. (14), we obtain with ordinary efforts
E
[∣∣gHk,aĝk,a∣∣2] = ηkδ(k)k,a +√ηktr (Gk,aDHk,aGk,a) . (43)
Finally, substituting (43) into Eq. (40), we obtain
E [|Bk|2] =
∑
a∈Ak
ηDLk,a
(
ηkδ
(k)
k,a +
√
ηktr
(
Gk,aD
H
k,aGk,a
)− γ2k,a) . (44)
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3) Computation of E
[|Ik,j|2]: Using a similar approach as in Eq. (40) we obtain
E [|Ik,j|2] = ηkE
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
a∈Aj
√
ηDLj,a g
H
k,aDj,agk,a
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣φHk φj∣∣2
+
∑
a∈Aj
∑
i∈K\k
ηDLj,a ηitr
(
Dj,aGi,aD
H
j,aGk,a
) ∣∣φHi φj∣∣2
+σ2w
∑
a∈Aj
ηDLj,a tr
(
Dj,aD
H
j,aGk,a
)
.
(45)
The expectation that appears in Eq. (45) can be computed, using a similar approach as in
Eq. (43), as
E
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
a∈Aj
√
ηDLj,a g
H
k,aDj,agk,a
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2= ∑
a∈Aj
ηDLj,a
(
δ
(j)
k,a + tr
(
Dj,aGk,aD
H
j,aGk,a
))
+
∑
a∈Aj
∑
b∈Aj
b 6=a
√
ηDLj,a
√
ηDLj,b tr (Dj,aGk,a) tr
(
DHj,bGk,b
)
.
(46)
Substituting Eq. (46) into Eq. (45), and using the definitions in Section II-C we obtain
E [|Ik,j|2] =
∑
a∈Aj
ηDLj,a
√
ηjtr
(
Gj,aD
H
j,aGk,a
)
+ηk
∑
a∈Aj
ηDLj,a δ(j)k,a + ∑
b∈Aj
b 6=a
√
ηDLj,a
√
ηDLj,b tr (Dj,aGk,a) tr
(
DHj,bGk,b
) ∣∣φHk φj∣∣2 . (47)
Finally, the downlink spectral efficiency LB in Eq. (13) can be derived by plugging Eqs.
(39), (44) and (47) into Eq. (11).
B. Derivation of Lemma 2
The derivation of (20) is similar to the one of (13).
1) Computation of D˜k: Using a similar procedure as in the downlink we have:
D˜k =
√
ηULk
∑
a∈Ak
γk,a . (48)
2) Computation of E
[∣∣∣B˜k∣∣∣2]: Following a similar approach as in Eqs. (44), we obtain
E
[
|B˜k|2
]
= ηULk
∑
a∈Ak
(
ηkδ˜
(k)
k,a +
√
ηktr
(
Gk,aD
H
k,aGk,a
)− γ2k,a) , (49)
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where δ˜(k)k,a is defined as in Eq. (21).
3) Computation of E
[∣∣∣N˜k∣∣∣2]: Since the RVs representing the noise and the wireless channel
are independent, and considering that the variance of a sum of independent RVs is equal
to the sum of the variances, we have
E
[∣∣∣N˜k∣∣∣2] = σ2w ∑
a∈Ak
γk,a . (50)
4) Computation of E
[∣∣∣I˜k,j∣∣∣2]: Using a similar approach as in Eq. (47), we obtain:
E
[
|I˜k,j|2
]
= ηULj
∑
a∈Ak
√
ηktr
(
DHk,aGj,aGk,a
)
+ηjη
UL
j
∑
a∈Ak
δ˜(k)j,a + ∑
b∈Ak
b6=a
tr
(
DHk,aGj,a
)
tr (Dk,bGj,b)
 ∣∣φHj φk∣∣2 . (51)
Finally, the uplink spectral efficiency LB in Eq. (20) can be derived by plugging Eqs. (48),
(49), (50), and (51) in Eq. (18).
C. Derivation of Lemma 3
To circumvent the challenge of non-differentiability of the Problem (23), we reformulate it as
max
η,t
t (52a)
s.t.
∑
k∈Ka
ηDLk,aρ
DL
a,kγk,a ≤ ηDLa ,∀ a = 1, . . . , NA (52b)
ηDLk,a ≥ 0 ,∀ a = 1, . . . , NA, k = 1, . . . , K, (52c)
RDLk (η) ≥ t, ∀ k = 1, . . . , K. (52d)
To solve (52), following an approach similar to that in [22], the framework of successive lower-
bound maximization [21], which combines the tools of alternating optimization [35, Section 2.7]
and sequential convex programming [36] can be used. In particular, consider Problem (52) and
define the L-dimensional variable blocks η(p)a , a = 1, . . . , NA, p = 1, . . . , Pa, collecting the p-th
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block of “normalized” transmit powers of the a-th AP. Then, the minimum-rate maximization
problem can be reformulated as
max
η
(p)
a ,t
t (53a)
s.t.
∑
k∈Ka
ηDLk,aρ
DL
a,kγk,a ≤ ηDLa ,∀ a = 1, . . . , NA (53b)
ηDLk,a ≥ 0 ,∀ a = 1, . . . , NA, k = 1, . . . , K. (53c)
RDLk (η(p)a ,η(−p)−a ) ≥ t, ∀ k = 1, . . . , K. (53d)
Although (53) is still non-convex, its complexity is significantly lower than that of (52), since
only the block of L transmit powers of the a-th AP are being optimized. Notice that the k-th
user’s downlink achievable rate can be written as
RDLk (η) = W
τd
τc
log2 [g1 (η) + g2 (η)]−W
τd
τc
log2 [g2 (η)] , (54)
where g1 (η) and g2 (η) are defined as
g1 (η) =
(∑
a∈Ak
√
ηDLk,aρ
DL
a,kγk,a
)2
,
g2 (η) =
∑
j∈K
√
ηj
∑
a∈Aj
ηDLj,a ρ
DL
a,ktr
(
Gj,aD
H
j,aGk,a
)
+ σ2z
+
∑
j∈K\k
ηk

∑
a∈Aj
ηDLj,a ρDLa,kδ(j)k,a + ∑
b∈Aj
b6=a
√
ηDLj,a ρ
DL
a,k
√
ηDLj,b ρ
DL
b tr (Dj,aGk,a) tr
(
DHj,bGk,b
)

∣∣φHk φj∣∣2 .
(55)
Since the function in Eq. (54) is non-concave, even with respect to only the variable block η(p)a ,
optimization (53) will be tackled by sequential optimization. To this end, we need a lower-
bound of RDLk (η), which fulfills properties in [36], while at the same time leading to a simple
optimization problem. Using the fact that the function f(x, y) =
√
xy is jointly concave in x
and y, for x, y > 0, and since the function log2(·) is an increasing function, and summation
preserves concavity, the rate function in (54) is the difference of two concave functions [22],
[23]. Recalling that any concave function is upper-bounded by its Taylor expansion around any
given point η(p)a,0, a concave lower-bound of RDLk (η) is obtained as
RDLk
(
η(p)a
) ≥ R˜DLk (η(p)a )= W τdτc log2 [g1 (η(p)a )+ g2 (η(p)a )]−W τdτc log2
[
g2
(
η
(p)
a,0
)]
−W τd
τc
∇T
η
(p)
a
log2
[
g2|η(p)a,0
(
η(p)a
)] (
η(p)a − η(p)a,0
)
.
(56)
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Relying on this bound, we can solve Problem (53) through the sequential optimization method,
by defining the p-th problem of the sequence, Pp, as the convex optimization problem in (25).
Following the successive lower-bound maximization framework, it thus follows that the
original optimization problem (23) can be solved using the procedure in Algorithm 1.
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